
  

      

  
 
 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

New Wind Energy Option For WorldCast’s Solar FM Transmitter 

Increased energy choices and enhanced management maximizes uptime 

 

Bordeaux, France, March 28, 2018. - WorldCast 

Systems will unveil a significant new update to their 

highly acclaimed SOLAR FM Transmitter at the NAB 

Show in Las Vegas with the addition of a Wind Energy 

option.   

 

Launched at NAB 2017 where it was awarded Best of 

Show by Radio World Magazine, the SOLAR FM is an 

innovative turnkey transmission system designed to 

broadcast to areas with limited electrical infrastructure 

such as remote communities, festivals and events and 

disaster relief areas.  

 

The addition of a Wind energy option adds even 

greater flexibility to the already versatile system. 

Broadcasters can now select from three separate 

energy sources; solar, wind and AC power and 

schedule the use of each source to optimize the up-

time for broadcast at minimal cost.  An optional 

Energy Pack provides this management capability.  

 

On the receiving side, the SOLAR FM is also very flexible. It can receive audio from a number of different 

sources such as its inbuilt satellite and FM receivers or analog and AES inputs.  Management and 

configuration of the system is performed via a dedicated mobile app. 

 

The SOLAR FM and its new Wind Power option will be exhibited on the WorldCast Systems’ Booth N7111 at 

the NAB Show, Las Vegas from April 9th-12th, 2018.  
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https://www.worldcastsystems.com/en/c11p100/low-power-fm-transmitters/solar-fm


 
 

Our brands: apt - deliver > ecreso - transmit > audemat -   monitor 
 

 
WorldCast Systems S.A.S (anciennement / previously Audemat  S.A.S) 

20 avenue Neil Armstrong - 33700 Mérignac (Bordeaux Métropole) -   France 

Tel +33 (0)5 57 928 928 – Fax +33 (0)5 57 928 929 - contact@worldcastsystems.com - 

www.worldcastsystems.com 

Capital: 2 269 800 € - Siret 428 787 550 00014 - TVA FR72 428 787 550 – APE : 2630Z 

 

 

 

ABOUT WORLDCAST SYSTEMS 

WorldCast Systems is a highly respected provider of high-performing, reliable and innovative broadcast 

solutions to the Radio & TV industry worldwide, meeting the needs of both large international broadcast 

networks and small private stations alike for over 30 years. Our industry leading brands include APT, 

Ecreso, and Audemat, with an extensive offer including audio codecs, FM transmitters and RF signal 

monitoring. Headquartered in Bordeaux-Merignac, France, WorldCast Systems employs approximately 100 

people worldwide, with an R&D center in Northern Ireland and sales offices in the UK, the US, Germany,  

and India. A global distributor network works together with its international sales and support staff to offer 

local assistance to WorldCast Systems’ international customer base.  

 

For more information, visit www.worldcastsystems.com.  

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONTACT  
Chantal Fourgeaud 
Director of Marketing Communication  
c.fourgeaud@worldcastsystems.com 
+33 (0) 557 928 928 
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